Web application for LTAT.00.011
“Mentorlus informaatika esmakursuslastele”

For who?:
Web application for the course “Mentorlus informaatika esmakursuslastele” is for the faculty and students who are taking this course. Every autumn semester roughly 30 mentors and over 90 mentees are expected to use this application.

Issue:
At the moment we have a base application but it still needs a lot of work in order to be taken into production. The application needs to be optimized for various devices (currently it’s not very mobile friendly). For the creation of like minded mentor groups we need a way to categorize people according to their interests. This in turn will allow for a more streamlined and positive experience for the users.

Goals:
● When registering an account on the application the user gets prompted to a questionnaire that will help us determine what kind of person he/she is.
● Mobile friendly user experience
● The administrator of the program (faculty) will have to approve the request of a mentee joining a mentorgroup
● Fixed issues with the UX UI (currently it’s not very scalable).
● Automatic emails to users that they remind them when a certain kind of event/deadline is approaching.
● Optimize the application for a more user friendly experience (currently the app load time is slow, most likely the developers have to use Webpack or some other sort of module bundler, that will help us have a more efficient load time by loading only the necessary code in the background).
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